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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to investigate the impact of celebrity endorsements on the
product brand image among cosmetic retailers in Nairobi. The study was guided by the
following research questions: What is the impact of celebrity endorsements on brand
perception? What is the impact of celebrity endorsements on brand loyalty? Lastly, what is
the impact of celebrity endorsement on customer attraction?
This study used descriptive research design. This study had a target population of 52
cosmetic retailers in six shopping malls in Nairobi Kenya (The Hub-Karen, The Village
Market, Thika Road Mall, Two Rivers Mall and Garden City Mall). A purposive sampling
was used to select study sample size of 52 study respondents. This study utilized primary data
which was collected using a semi-structured questionnaire. The data was analyzed for
descriptive and inferential statistics using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) and
presented using Figures and Tables.
The findings on the first research question one that sought to examine the effect of celebrity
endorsement on cosmetic products brand perception show that there exists a statistically
significant relationship between celebrity brand endorsement and brand perception, though,
the relationship was weak.
The findings on second research question that sought to examine the impact of celebrity
endorsement on cosmetic products brand loyalty show the existence of a statistically
significant relationship between celebrity endorsement and brand loyalty.
This study sought to examine the influence of celebrity endorsement and customer attraction
for cosmetics products. The findings show that there exists a statistically significantly
relationship between celebrity endorsements of cosmetic products and customer attraction
This study concludes that product prices, product quality, product quantity and other
packaging materials significantly contribute top brand perception for products endorsed by
celebrities. Similarly, this study concludes that brand equity brought about by celebrities
endorsing cosmetic products plays a major role in enhancing brand perception. This study
concludes that the personality of a celebrity endorsing cosmetic products plays a vital role in
enhancing brand loyalty. The study further concludes that celebrity personality generates
likeability of the cosmetic brand product being endorsed, and thus, confer similar likeability
iv

to create brand loyalty. This study concludes that a celebrities’ knowledge, credibility,
expertise, and physical attraction are important attributes that enhances celebrities appeal to
customers during product endorsement. This study further concludes that customer attracting
is often achieved through the linear attribution relationship, where customers believe, because
a celebrity is successful, talented, or attractive, then, this partly because they are using the
product, they are endorsing
This study recommends that retailers of cosmetic products should focus on ensuring fair
prices are liked with celebrity endorsement, that the quality and quantity provided within
these products meets the highest possible standards as this will enhance celebrity’s
credibility, which in turn will enhance brand perception of the products being advertised.
This study also recommends that for cosmetic retailers to generate more brand loyalty there is
a need to invest more in utilizing celebrities that already have established likeable and
personalities through their character, behavior, integrity, hospitality and corporate social
responsibility. Since customers are attracted to the physical features such as beauty, height,
skin tone, and body shape, retailers should consider such attributes in celebrities the adopt to
endorse their products, retailers should utilize celebrities who espouse these characteristics.
Finally, this study recommends that a background check of celebrities’ credibility and
behavior should inform their selection as customers are attracted by celebrities, they perceive
to be credible.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background of the Problem

In today’s business environment having a good product alone does not guarantee an
organization’s competitive advantage in the market that is characterized by high standards
(Kumar & Reinartz, 2006). In order to achieve total impact, a good product needs to be
accompanied by an equally effective promotional strategy. As a result marketers now
spend significant amounts of money yearly on celebrity endorsements contracts with the
view that celebrities are effective for marketing their products as well as brands in the
targeted market.
Celebrities have long been used to promote products, dating back to the second half of the
nineteenth century, when Pope Leo XIII and Thomas Edison endorsed Vin Mariani, a
potent mix of Bordeaux wine and cocaine (Feldman, 2007). The fascination with
celebrities has only increased in recent times. It has been noted that the media frenzy
surrounding celebrities is reflected in the advertising arena, where 25% of all advertising
features a celebrity (Shimp, 2003). This is a significant incline from the late 1970s, when
17% of advertisements featured celebrities (Howard, 1979). Today, one out of 4 adverts
utilizes celebrity endorsements as an advertising strategy (Market Watch, 2006).
One of the reasons provided for the increase in celebrity endorsements is that celebrities
aid advertisements in standing out (Erdogan, 2006) and also to penetrate new markets
(Kumar & Reinartz, 2006). Celebrity support inﬂuences promoting viability, brand
acknowledgment, brand review, buy expectations and even buy conduct. Superstars can
be characterized as individuals who appreciate open acknowledgment by a huge portion
of a specific gathering of individuals. While qualities like appeal, exceptional way of life
or extraordinary aptitudes are simply models and explicit regular attributes that are
watched and famous people for the most part contrast from the social standard and
appreciate a high level of open mindfulness.
The term Celebrity alludes to a person who is known to people in general (on-screen
character, sports figure, performer, and so on.) for their accomplishments in zones other
than that of the item class embraced (Friedman& Friedman, 1979). McCracken's (1989)
1

meaning of a VIP endorser is, "any person who appreciates open acknowledgment and
who uses this acknowledgment for a buyer decent by showing up with it in a commercial.
For brands to be truly effective, celebrities selected as endorsers should be
knowledgeable.
Celebrity endorsement strategy is regarded as a billion-dollar sector in today’s era
(Kambitsis et al., 2002). Majority of companies are entering into partnerships with
celebrities with the aim of pushing their brands through to the market, the companies
normally bank on the celebrities’ rapport and fame in reaching out to the existing and
potential customers (Temperley & Tangen, 2006). Endorsements by celebrities is
increasingly used across many industries regardless the kind of product being promoted.
It is known to be playing the role of a signaling strategy (Mustafa, 2005). It is estimated
that Tiger Woods earned approximately $23 to $30 million from endorsements per year
prior to his infidelity scandal (Rovell, 2010).
Specifically, some research finds that celebrity and non-celebrity endorsers’ effect on
advertising attitudes, brand attitudes and purchase intent are not different (Mehta, 1994),
while other research finds that non celebrity endorsers or “created” endorsers are more
effective than celebrity endorsers (Tom et al., 1992), and still other research finds that
celebrities users in advertising are more effective than non-celebrity advertisements at
generating positive advertising attitudes and increasing purchase intent (Atkin &
Block, 1983; Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983).
Past research on old conditioning has indicated how a relationship with one upgrade (for
example big celebrity) can profit another improvement (for example brand) (McSweeney
& Bierley, 1984). Conditioning can be instrumental in moving a suffering frame of mind
toward a brand (Grossman & Till, 1998), which can fabricate brand reliability. The
molding standards propose that superstar underwriting can effect on brand reliability
through influence move and inferential conviction arrangement. As per Till & Nowak
(2000) influence move alludes to the positive assessment of one element when it is related
with another substance in a buyer's psyche, while inferential conviction development
alludes to changes in a person's frame of mind toward a brand due its relationship with
another element.
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Most extent endorsement research refers to the United States (Derdenger, Li & Srinivasan
2018; Knoll & Matthes 2017), but growing interest extends to other countries (e.g.,
Aggarwal & Dang 2009; Choi, Lee, & Kim 2005; Mishra & Mishra 2014) and they reveal
cultural differences in celebrity endorsements. Paek’s (2005) content analysis of
newspaper advertisements notes there are more celebrity endorsements in South Korea
than in the United States.
Nielsen (2013) conducted a study in the United States of America concerning celebrities
as opinion leaders. The study concluded that 64 percent of users on social networking
sites who follow a celebrity were four times more likely to follow a brand than a user who
does not follow a celebrity. Celebrity followers were also more engaged in conversation
with other consumers about their experience with the product.
A research on The Use of Celebrity Endorsement as a Marketing Communication
Strategy by Turkish Airlines by Kansu & Mamuti (2010) established that Turkish Airlines
increased the total number of its passengers by 16% to 29.1 million, which at the same
time raised its share of global international passenger market by 1.25%. In that same year,
Turkish Airlines signed the sponsorship contracts with two premium football clubs: F.C.
Barcelona and Manchester United. This compelled top managers to realize the importance
of brand value. To quote chairman Topcu (2010) and Karaman (2013) “Becoming a
strong global player requires an organization to have a strong global brand.” &
“Becoming a global brand requires global successes”.
Prior research has shown that certain groups of individuals are more likely to be
influenced by celebrity endorsements. Tweens and adolescents are one of the individuals
who are likely to be influenced by celebrity endorsements. Tweens are described as pre
adolescents who are be“tween” the children and junior markets and are aged 9 through 15
(Drake Bridges & Burgess, 2010). It has been argued that adolescents are an important
target market not only because of their discretionary spending power but also because of
their future spending power as adults (Palan, Gentina, & Muratore, 2010).
Several studies have been undertaken on the effect of celebrity endorsement on product
promotion. A study conducted by Angela, Maureen & Steven (2003) in Europe studied
the process of transference of celebrity images to the product’s image by examining the
usage of celebrity endorsement in the formation of the retail image of a leading European
3

grocery distribution group. Dicther (2014) studied the ways in which an advertisement
that uses an eminent person impacts on the sales of the promoted product, whereas Aaker
& Myers (1975) assessed the effects of such advertisements when applied to low value
commodities.
Nevertheless, evidence has also shown that celebrity endorsement does not always project
the thoughts that are linked to the brand in a consumer’s memory.
In their consecutive studies, Petty et al. (1983) and Friedman & Friedman (1979) argued
that celebrity endorsers enhanced brand recall and increased brand recognition but only
under low involvement conditions. Supporting their argument, Kokil (1991) while
investigating the effect of celebrity endorsement on brand building in India, argued that
the correct choice of a celebrity can influence consumer behavior but its effects on the
long term brand recall and loyalty was yet somewhat arguable. Further still, while
studying the effects of endorsers on purchase intentions among Philippine consumers,
Rodriguez (2008) found that there are other variables apart from the physical
attractiveness of the celebrity which affects the effectiveness of the message and brand
recall.
Neha (2005) noted that the impact of celebrity endorsements on brands and established
that the magnitude of the impact of celebrity endorsement remains under the purview of
gray spectacles, the research further established that the reasoning to the impact of
celebrity endorsements on brands and reveals that the level and the magnitude of the
effect vary with the celebrity and the product category and that most of the endorsements
have a favorable impact.
Chuchu (2016) undertook a study in South Africa on the effect of celebrity endorsement
on products on the youth and found that celebrity endorsement had a positive effect on
brand awareness, purchase behavior, brand recall and brand loyalty. In Kenya while
research is limited on the effect of celebrity endorsement on product brand perception,
Peter (2013), conducted a study on the influence of celebrity endorsement on young
consumers’ brand recall behavior and found that the use of celebrities in product
promotion enhances product brand recall on young consumers.
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Welden (2016) looked at the influence of celebrity endorsement of smartphones in
creating customer loyalty among university youth in Nairobi while Zipporah and Mberia
(2014) studied the effects of celebrity endorsement in advertisement. However, the above
studies failed to bring out clearly the impact of product celebrity endorsement on the
product brand perception by customers. This study will therefore seek to fill this gap by
answering the question; what is the impact of celebrity endorsement on a product’s brand
perception by customers in the cosmetic industry in Kenya?
1.2

Statement of the Problem

The challenge associated with buying behavior of consumers across various cultures
tends to make it difficult when identifying advertising approaches that can be universally
effective. Yet, it is noticeable that the portrayal of celebrities in television advertising is
significantly increasing and becoming more important in the advertising strategy of most
business firms across the world.
Many companies use celebrity endorsements as their promotion strategy. However, the
effectiveness of this method has not been quite established. The projection shows that
most organizations mostly in the US spent $ 800 million in the year 1998 in securing
talent entertainers, athletes and other high profile personalities who can stand out in
adverts, promotion and in the companies’ public relations campaigns (Clark, Hastmann,
2003).
Nielsen (2013) conducted a study in the United States of America concerning celebrities
as opinion leaders. The study found out that 64 percent of users on social networking sites
who follow a celebrity were four times more likely to follow a brand than a user who
does not follow a celebrity. Therefore, the research seeks is key to discovering if the use
of celebrities actually influences brand preference.
A research on The Use of Celebrity Endorsement as Marketing Communication Strategy
by Turkish Airlines by Ahmet Salih Kansu and Agim Mamuti established that in the year
2010 Turkish Airlines increased the total number of its passengers by 16% to 29.1
million, which at the same time raised its share of global international passenger market
by 1.25%. In that same year, Turkish Airlines signed the sponsorship contracts with two
premium football clubs: F.C. Barcelona and Manchester United. However, the research
5

does not clearly bring out whether the revenue increased due to use of the football clubs
or due to other factors such as advertising.
Again, Dicther (2014) studied the ways in which an advertisement that uses an eminent
person impacts on the sales of the promoted product. Where as many of the previous
research have looked at advertisements and their effects, research is short on celebrity
endorsements. This includes celebrities being spokes people of a brand and not just
merely appearing in an advertisement.
In Kenya, more and more advertisements feature celebrities in a bid to captivate potential
consumers and to draw attention to the product. Studies have shown that consumers recall
is greatly improved where a celebrity was used in an advertisement. However, research is
scanty as to the uptake of the products after celebrity endorsements.
Many organizations spend millions using this form of advertising however it has not been
proven that the method significantly works. Organizations could be spending resources
that would be put into other uses instead of spending it to pay the celebrities and majority
of the people may not notice the celebrity or uptake the product after it has been endorsed
by the celebrity.
1.3

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of celebrity endorsement on
product brand perception among cosmetic retailers in Nairobi.
1.4

Research Questions

1.4.1 What is the effect of celebrity endorsements on brand perception?
1.4.2 What is the impact of celebrity endorsements on brand loyalty?
1.4.3 What is then influence of celebrity endorsement on customer attraction?

1.5

Significance of the Study

The research will be extremely important to:
1.5.1 Marketing Managers
The study discoveries will help marketing managers and brand supervisors to measure the
method of promotion to utilize particularly because of the vicious universe of business
today. The study will enable them to find out if celebrity endorsements actually have an
6

effect on brand preference and awareness or if they should employ other means of
creating brand awareness.
1.5.2 Policy Makers
The policy makers regulating advertisements as well as marketing campaigns in the
dynamic business environment would benefit from the findings of this study and create a
favorable framework that will enhance marketing campaigns undertaken by organizations
using celebrities.
1.5.3 Researchers and Academia
The recognized unique condition of the retail business and heterogeneity of the
worldwide market implies that present research on the segment isn't thorough and
persistent research is hence vital. In that capacity, future academicians and scientists who
wish to broaden examine and build up on-going patterns in the promoting segment may
discover this examination valuable as a point of reference.
1.6

Scope of the Study

The study involved the use of cosmetic retailers in major malls within Nairobi. The
cosmetic retailers are 52 in total with each having one sales manager. The malls utilized
were Westgate mall, Garden City mall, The Hub Karen, Thika Road Mall, Two Rivers
Mall and village market mall. The research will be conducted between April 2019August 2019.
The limitation of the study was that the study was limited to the cosmetic industry as
opposed to other consumer goods which would be endorsed ordinarily by a celebrity.
Moreover, the scope was limited to only large cosmetic shops in major malls in Nairobi
therefore the study may not be reflective of other cosmetic outlets within Nairobi.
1.7

Definition of Terms

1.7.1 Customer Loyalty
Customer loyalty is a customer commitment towards a purchase and interaction of a
firm’s brand repeatedly (Levy & Weitz, 2007).
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1.7.2. Buyer Behavior
The appearance of choice procedure and the inquiry exercises engaged with gaining and
utilizing merchandise and services. These incorporate the whole scope of exercises that
shoppers take part in during the inquiry procedure (Kotler, 2000).
1.7.3. Brand Image
Brand image refers to the reliability and quality of a product by customers on the basis of
brand familiarity and reputation (Richardson, 2001).
1.7.4 Perception
Perception is defined as the procedure by which a person is exposed, attends to, selects,
and initiates the interpretation of a stimuli (Morschett et al., 2005)
1.7.5 Celebrity Endorser
Celebrity endorser refers to any entity or an individual that enjoys a public recognition
and makes use of the recognition on behalf of the consumer good simply by appearing
with it in an advert (McCracken 1989).
1.7.6 Tween
Tweens are described as pre-adolescents who are be“tween” the children and junior
markets and are aged 9 through 15 (Drake Bridges & Burgess, 2010)
1.7.7 Brand Loyalty
Brand loyalty refers to a positive and aggressive degree that is demonstrated by customers
and action towards a product or a service (Chaudhuri & Holbrook 2001)
1.8

Chapter Summary

Chapter one offered the background of the study which was followed by highlights on
statement of problem clearly demonstrating the issue and gaps the study intends to
address. The purpose of the study has been stated in this chapter. Research questions have
also been stated. The significance of the study has been presented covering various
beneficiaries of the study. Scope of the study depicting the area of focus and limitations
has been presented in this chapter. The Definition of various study variables that are key
8

have been provided in this chapter. Chapter two of the study covers a literature review of
the study in line with research questions. Chapter three presents the research methodology
used in carrying out the study. Chapter four presents results and findings of the study.
Chapter five presents the study summary, discussion, conclusion and recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO
2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

This chapter will provide a detailed overview of the various studies and researches on the
concept of celebrity endorsements. Moreover, the chapter will seek to provide literature
on how celebrity endorsements have an effect on brand loyalty, the effect of celebrity
endorsements on customer attraction and the effect of celebrity endorsements on brand
perception.
2.2

Celebrity Endorsements and Brand Loyalty

2.2.1

Brands

Brands are more than just names and symbols. They are the key element in the company’s
relationships with consumers. Brands represent a consumer’s perceptions and feelings
about a product and its performance (Kotler, 2016). Having a carefully conceived brand
procedure is a key commitment to corporate achievement. Brands empower purchasers to
productively encode their useful and enthusiastic qualities in their psyches (Franzen &
Bouwman, 2001).
A brand name is any word, device (design, sound, shape or colour) or a combination of
these used to distinguish a seller’s goods or services (Czinkota & Ronkainen, 2016).
Hence the fact that many companies find the need to use marketing strategies such as
celebrity endorsers to ensure that they differentiate themselves from their competitor’s
brands.
2.2.2

Brand Loyalty

Chaudhuri & Holbrook (2001), define brand loyalty as the positive forceful degree
portrayed by shoppers and activity towards a brand. Affective loyalty within this context
is defined as the degree of preference and affinity consumers have toward a brand while
action loyalty is defined as the degree of actual repeated purchases of a brand made by
consumers.
Advertisers regularly use superstars in publicizing in view of their well-known properties,
for example, excellence, ability, physicality and power that frequently speaks to the
attractions wanted for the brands they support. As indicated by Ericsson & Hakansson
10

(2005), the rehashed relationship of a brand with a superstar may at last lead buyers to
think the brand has the appealing characteristics that are like those of the big name.
Besides, buyers may like the brand since they like the big name who underwrites it. This
implies superstar support might be key in the advancement of brand character.
Brand personality is alluded to as the exceptional arrangement of human character
characteristics both appropriate and pertinent to brands Azoulay & Kapferer, (2003). A
few inquiries about have been completed to set up the connection between the brand
character and the brand dependability of the client and the impacts been assessed.
Moreover, it has been discovered that by including the idea of brand character, the brand
faithfulness can be improved Guo (2003) additionally settled that brand character has
noteworthy effect on brand inclination. Since brands have their own specific characters,
purchasers may regard marks as genuine people. In such a situation, purchasers frequently
anticipate the individuals' words, frames of mind, conduct or musings to coordinate their
separate character qualities (Aaker, 1996).
Purchasers more often than not relate to those brands which have progressively particular
brand character, and are increasingly familiar with the brands they like. The usage of the
brands and products by the consumers is normally based own their own personality traits,
that is, all those activities allied to marketing are intended at having consumers believe
and recognize a brand personality thereby strengthening the communication between the
brand and the consumer, therefore promoting brand loyalty and equity (Govers &
Schoormans, 2005)
Mengxia (2007) explored the Influence of brand personality on consumers’ brand
preference, affection, loyalty and purchase intention. The discoveries of this overview
uncovered brand character positively affects brand inclination, warmth, steadfastness and
buy expectation. Accordingly, a brand character ought to be begat to be enduring and
predictable.
Besides, it should be unmistakable from different brands and have the option to fulfil
shopper's needs (Kumar et al., 2006). Consequently, a research carried out by Kumar et
al. (2006) tackled the link between brand personality and that of brand loyalty, while at
the same time separately used durable goods like cars and consumable goods that is,
tooth-pastes to establish the relationship between brand personality and brand loyalty.
11

The discoveries of this overview uncovered brand character positively affects brand
inclination, warmth, steadfastness and buy expectation. Accordingly, a brand character
ought to be begat to be enduring and predictable.
Besides, it should be unmistakable from different brands and have the option to fulfil
shopper's needs. Some of the studies reveal that the loyal customers often spend more
than non-loyal customers, they are seen as advocates for a brand through their
engagement in positive word of mouth, and are thus at the heart of a company's most
valuable customer group Ganesh et al., (2000).There is a belief that media have powerful
effects on audiences either directly or indirectly on attitudes, beliefs or behaviours Lamb
et al., (2004)It also affects perceptions of reality, level of anxiety and many dimensions
on the way we think, feel or act. (Jay et al., 1995).
The building of a strong and positive brand generally leads to a preference of a particular
brand among the customers, which over time might lead to brand loyalty. Loyalty
consists of a high degree of bonding between a customer and a brand. Furthermore, loyal
customers are unwilling to switch brands and prefer to stick with a brand that they feel
comfortable and satisfied with (Rosenbaum-Elliott et al, 2011). Customers who are loyal
towards a brand are also less price sensitive and open to pay a higher price for a specific
brand compared to other alternatives, since customers may perceive a unique value in the
brand.
Companies get trade leverage and do not need to advertise as much as companies without
loyal customers (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Marketing advantages can also be
obtained from enhanced word of mouth among brand loyal customers (Dick & Basu,
1994) resulting in higher profitability (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). The more satisfied
a consumer is with a brand, the more trust one is going to feel towards both the brand and
the producer, which will strengthen the relationship (Rajah et al, 2008).
Celebrity endorsement in promoting are so basic in that it enables work to trust with
present and potential clients, increment the odds of the brand being recalled, and draw in
another sort of group of spectators. Supports additionally may expand the customer's
craving for an item. This is frequently accomplished by inferring that the specific
superstar is effective, capable, or alluring at any rate somewhat on account of the item.
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As indicated by Aggrawal & Kamakura (1995), when a celebrity is matched with a brand,
the picture helps shape the picture of that brand in the brains of buyers. The greater part
of the big names utilized assistance in creating validity and trust of the item being
promoted on the crowd. Numerous individuals hold certain big names in high respect, so
an underwriting of an item immediately expands the measure of trust the purchaser has in
the brand.
2.2.3 Brand Positioning
Positioning is identified with making the view of a brand in the client's brain and
accomplishing separation. This is to infer that a brand stands apart from contenders'
brands/contributions and that it addresses the customer's wishes/desires. Any advertiser's
significant goal ought to be to make the ideal recognition in the objective customer's
brain.
A brand position is a piece of the brand character and incentive that is effectively
imparted to the intended interest group to show a favourable position over contending
brands (Aaker, 1996). A well-situated brand has an intensely appealing position upheld
by solid affiliations, for example, high appraising on an attractive characteristic like
agreeable help, or store's offering of home conveyance (Aaker, 1991).
In an undeniably quick paced and unstable business condition, understanding the
purchaser's conduct impacts of connecting a brand to different substances, for example,
someone else, spot, thing, or brand is vital (Keller, 2003). Advertisers must have the
option to see how different elements should best be consolidated, from a purchaser brandinformation point of view, to make the ideal situating in the brains of shoppers.
Worldly (2000) underscores that, marking should concentrate on increasing the value of
items, administrations, and organizations as elusive beneﬁts – the enthusiastic affiliations,
convictions, qualities, and sentiments that individuals identify with the brand. By
deliberately situating it in the psyches of the intended interest group, the organization can
construct a solid character or character for the brand. Capacity to bless an item,
administration or company with a passionate signiﬁcance far beyond its practical worth is
a considerable wellspring of significant worth creation (Sherrington, 2003). The
guarantee of significant worth must be important to the individuals or business an
organization needs to have as its clients (Ward et al., 1999).
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A fruitful brand strives to build a great relationship, in which clients feel a feeling of
responsibility and having a place; even to the point nearly of energy (Okamoto, 1998).
The brand inclination is the result of the enthusiastic needs the clients have. Enthusiastic
affiliation can firmly recognize the brand in client's psyche in contrast with contenders'
contributions. Marking empowers the way toward changing practical resources into
relationship resources.
In solid brands, brand value is attached both to the genuine nature of the item or
administration and to different impalpable variables. Those intangibles incorporate "client
symbolism" (the kind of individual who uses the brand); "use symbolism" (the sort of
circumstances where the brand is utilized); the kind of character the brand depicts
(genuine, energizing, able, rough); the inclination that the brand attempts to inspire in
clients (deliberate, warm); and the kind of relationship it tries to work with its clients
(submitted, easy going, occasional). The most grounded brands remain on the main edge
in the item field and change their intangibles to ﬁt the occasions (Keller, 2000).
Upshaw (1995) identiﬁed eight elective situating apparatuses utilized by organizations as:
highlight driven prompts; issue/arrangement prompts; target-driven situating; rivalry
driven situating; enthusiastic/mental situating; beneﬁt driven situating; optimistic
situating; and worth situating. Brands that are all around situated involve specific
specialties in buyers' brains.
2.3

Influence of Celebrity Endorsements on Customer Attraction

2.3.1

Advertisement Packaging

Advertisers have to be extremely careful when selecting celebrities to use for
endorsement purposes. This is due to the fact that because if any aspect goes wrong in
celebrity endorsement selection process, the celebrity endorsed advertisement campaign
may collapse or may not be as effective.
These aspects cast a comprehensive impact upon the customers, as most of the customers
prefer those celebrities who are credible and trustworthy, some like those who are
attractive possess charming physical features, and some consider both of these
dimensions. Advertisers also look for a proper match between the celebrity’s personality
and product’s attributes. In most cases this proves to be successful because the
congruence of features from the celebrity and the product targets the senses of the
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customer more positively and leads to the development of favourable perceptions about
the brand (Michael, 1989).
(Ohanian, 1991) stresses that this could be done in form of testimonials, promotions,
campaigns or advertisement to ensure that communication is done to specific target
audience respectively (Jay et al, 1995).
It has been well orchestrated and believed that "beauty sells" hence the use of attractive
celebrity endorsers, spokespersons, and above all models in advertisements. This
argument is reinforced by the fact that physical attractiveness of a person as epitomized in
an advertisement brings about advertiser believability (Kamins, 1990), and more often
than not the customer’s willingness to purchase (Petroshius & Crocker, 1989; Kahle &
Homer, 1985), direct mail response rate (Caballero & Pride, 1984), as well as the
customer’s attitude towards the product (Kahle & Homer 1985), and the eventual actual
purchase undertaken by the customer (Caballero & Solomon, 1983).
Moreover, this scenario is evident in a case where both the male and female models are
co-opted (Petroshius & Crocker, 1989), this is normally evident and highly utilized in the
case of print advertising (Kamins, 1990), in the case of purchase displays (Caballero &
Solomon, 1984), actual communicators in one-on-one interactions (Chaiken, 1979), and
also for the case celebrity endorsements (Kamins, 1990).
2.3.2 Celebrity Effectiveness
The media has a formidable effect on audiences either expressly or inexpressibly in
regard to their attitudes, beliefs or behaviours (Elizabeth, 2011). Moreover, it also affects
perceptions of reality, level of anxiety and many dimensions on the way we think, feel or
act. (Jay et al, 1995) Celebrity endorsements in advertising are increasingly becoming the
norm and the same poses some advantages. This includes building trust with current and
potential customers, increasing the chances of the brand being remembered, and most
importantly attraction of new audiences. The consumer's desire for a product may also
increase due to endorsements. Often this is achieved by implying that the particular
celebrity is successful, talented, or attractive at least partly because of the product.
(Goldsmith, Lafferty &Newell, 2000)
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Aggrawal & Kamakura, (1995) suggest that when a celebrity is paired with a brand, the
image helps shape the image of that brand in the minds of consumers. Most of the
celebrities used help in developing credibility and trust of the product being advertised on
the audience. Many people hold certain celebrities in high regard, therefore an
endorsement of a product instantly increases the amount of trust the consumer has in the
brand.
It has been shown that the effectiveness of a celebrity endorser for a certain product
category depends on his/her character or image, most notably, the meaning transfer model
(McCracken, 1989) and the match up hypothesis (kamins, 1990). The match-up
hypothesis suggests that there should be a good fit between the celebrity and the product;
however, it is not clear what constitutes a good fit (Kahle & Homer ,1985).
2.3.3 Physical Attractiveness
Bardia et al., 2011 states that physical attractiveness is conveyed through the weight,
height and facial beauty of a person. This is what the mass observes first by in relation to
physical attractiveness of the endorser. This impression of physical attractiveness creates
the perception of credibility on the endorser and positive stereotype on such people
(Ohanian, 1990). Earlier studies have found that attractive people are more successful in
changing beliefs compared to those deemed as unattractive (Ohanian, 1991).
If the physical attractiveness of the endorser is also congruent with the product that is
being endorsed, consumers tend to develop a positive attitude toward both the product or
brand and the advertisement evaluation (Kahle & Homer, 1985). Moreover, the
endorser’s attractiveness could also significantly enhance the brand perception image
(Hakimi et.al, 2011, Tantiseneepong et al., 2012).
In an opinion survey conducted by communicators in persuading people found that
attractive communicators are able to gather greater agreement from respondents
compared to an unattractive communicator (Chaiken, 1979). In another study using
different attractiveness level, race and sex of the endorser, consumers are more inclined
towards the advertisement and willingness to purchase the product when the
advertisement is being endorsed by an attractive endorser (Petroshius & Crocker, 1989).
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However, for every proof in support of the effect of physical attractiveness on attitude
towards the advertisement or other measures of advertising effectiveness, there is a high
likelihood of failure cropping up. For example, Petroshius & Crocker (1989) noted that
physical attractiveness brings about ratings of advertisement features like interesting,
appealing, impressive, attractive and eye-catching, but not to measures of product
information seen as being believable, informative, clear or quality. Similarly, Baker &
Churchill (1977), allude to this.
According to Kamins (1990) posits the existence of differential levels of physical
attractiveness presented by celebrities like Tom Selleck and Telly Savalas which
determine advertisers and spokespersons believability and spokespersons credibility, the
differences in physical attractiveness does not influence the advertising effectiveness:
attitude towards the brand, credibility of the advertisement, and purchase intention.
Caballero & Solomon (1984) pointed out that physical attractiveness of a celebrity framed
at the point of purchase shows the impact on actual purchase of facial tissues, but not
beer. Fascinatingly, the influence was not in the expected direction: the less attractive the
celebrity bore higher facial tissue sales compared to the more attractive celebrity.
While some studies failed to establish the main effects of physical attractiveness on
advertising effectiveness measures, others did reveal significant physical attractiveness
with regard to the gender of the respondents (Caballero & Solomon, 1984; Kahle &
Homer, 1985). There is some study that specifically examines the gender differences in
the effect of physical attractiveness on advertisement effectiveness (Debevec & Kernan,
1984). In addition to the negative correlation between model attractiveness and facial
tissue sales as found by Caballero & Soloman (1984), Kahle & Homer (1985) found out
that attractive sources were more effective in the case of female subjects compared to the
male in recognition scores for advertisement promoting disposable razor blades, and
unattractive sources were as a result of lower recall scores for male subjects contrary to
the female for toothpaste advertisement.
According to Till & Busler (2000), (Czinkota & Ronkainen, 2000) product or product brand congruency is referring to the right matching of the endorser’s image and the
endorsed product or brand. If the endorser is congruent with the product advertised, it
creates a high level of believability among the consumers (Chan et al., 2013; Kamins &
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Gupta, 1994; Kotler, 1997; Thwaites et al., 2012. This in the long run ensures that new
customers are likely to notice an advertisement and try out a product.
2.3.4 Celebrity Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness refers to the validity of the assertions about the product made by the
endorser from the perspective of the consumers. Trustworthiness is the most effective tool
and useful way to make customer feel more confident and believe in the product (Hakimi
et al., 2011; Ohanian, 1990). Selecting the right celebrity with high degree of
trustworthiness, honest and affinity would further enhance the advertisement (Shimp,
2003). This type of celebrities would bring good faith and positive effects to customers’
value perception and thus may influence the customer purchase choice (Erdem & Swait,
2004). Trustworthiness could be an effective tool for weak product-related arguments
advertisement (Chan et al., 2013; Priester &Petty, 2003). Trustworthiness suggests the
honesty, integrity and believability of an endorser (Erdogan et al., 2001).
2.3.5 Celebrity Expertise
Expertise is referred to the perceived knowledge of the endorser in the advertisement
(Erdogan, 1999). Knowledge about a product was found to be the greatest measurement
of the endorser’s expertise level (Ohanian, 1990). In another study by Eisend & Langner
(2010), the more attractive the endorser is the higher is the level of perceived expertise of
the endorser. According to Badia et al. (2011), the more knowledgeable the endorser is
about the product, the more effective it is for the endorser to persuade the consumer to
buy the product. This also leads to positive attitude toward the brand (Chan et al., 2013;
Erdogan, 1999)
According to the original source credibility model, credible sources have both direct
effects on people’s willingness to accept messages and indirect effects on attention and
comprehension (Eagly &Chaiken 1993, 259-260). In a celebrity endorsement context,
celebrity expertise has been shown to have a positive effect on a brand (Eisend &
Langner, 2010), purchase intention (Ohanian, 1991) and product evaluations (Rossiter &
Smidts, 2012). In line with this, we argue that celebrity expertise has a positive effect on a
brand.
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2.4

Effect of Celebrity Endorsements on Brand Perception

2.4.1

Brand Perception

The first step of corporate learning about how to compete in the world market is to
understand the consumer perceptions (Craig& Douglas, 1996). According to Guthrie &
Kim (2009), the brand perception is subjected to customer’s emotion reaction, faith and
loyalty toward the product as well as product usage, expression and differentiation.
Kotler & Keller (2009) and Asch & Wolfe (2001) conceptualized perception as a mind
processing of consumer’s selection, organization and information interpretation. The
attention is played out to satisfy the consumer needs. Kotler & Keller (2009) claimed that
prior to perceiving anything; a consumer has to have been exposed to a product and also
to have paid attention to it.
Brand perception is associated with brand recognition, where consumers are able to recall
and differentiate the brand in a variety condition (Wonglorsaichon & Sathainrapabayut,
2008). Liz (2010) stated that “a brand is all about perception”, which implies that the
potential customer will not be easily guided by a company to choose their brand. Liz
(2010) also stated that with a right focus on strategy, a company can for sure influence
how the personal brand is perceived and bring satisfaction to existing and potential
customers.
Dodds (1991) stated that when brand perception is more favourable, consumers attribute
higher quality to the product, and their perception of the product’s value and the overall
willingness to purchase is greater. However, different customers may have different
perception as they have different attitude and expectation towards the satisfaction of
particular brands. The increased attention and brand preference which is induced by a
person who is liked has an effect on the purchasing actions and brand preference and
loyalty (Urde et al., 1994).
A positive brand image can help recognition of needs to be fulfilled and brand
differentiation. As a result, probability of consumer purchasing the brand increases Hsieh,
Pan, & Setiono (2004). The product of a firm that persistently holds a favourable image to
the general society would be more likely to have sustainable advantage among
competitors and improved market share (Park, Jaworski, &MacInnis, 1986).
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2.4.2 Brand Equity
Aaker (1991) defines brand equity as a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand,
its name and symbol, which add to or subtract from the value provided by a product or
service to a firm and/or that firm’s customer.
A multitude of scholars have explained and developed other definitions of brand equity:
Based on Aaker's (1991) and Keller's (1993) conceptualizations of brand equity, Yoo &
Donthu (2001) developed and validated the multi-dimensional consumer based brand
equity model. In their study, there is a comparatively high positive relationship between
brand equity and purchase intention as well as between brand equity and brand attitude
across all consumer groups.
Solomon & Stuart (2002) term brand equity as the value that a brand has for a particular
organization or company. They explain that brand equity provides a competitive
advantage because it gives the brand the power to capture and hold onto a larger share of
the market and to sell at prices with higher profit margins. Moreover, Brady, Cronin,
Gavin & Roehm (2008) state that brand equity implies a way of superiority.
According to Kumar & Meenakshi (2006), brand equity comprises of brand awareness,
brand associations, perceived quality, brand loyalty and other proprietary brand assets
such as patents, trademarks and channel relationships. Brand equity provides value for
both the customer and the firm.
Brand equity creates value to customers by enhancing efficient information processing
and shopping, building confidence in decision making, reinforcing buying, and
contributing to self-esteem. Brand equity creates value to firms by increasing marketing
efficiency and effectiveness, building brand loyalty, improving profit margins, gaining
leverage over retailers, and achieving distinctiveness over the competition. Lamb et
al.(2004).
2.4.3 Product Quality
Various literatures give various definitions on “product quality”, thus creating variety of
relationship interpretation between product quality, brand perception and brand
satisfaction. This is echoed by Yu & Fang (2009) who reiterated that there is no common
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standard on definition of quality as quality can be looked at from different paradigms
such as engineering superiority, perceived quality, reviewed quality, self-reported quality,
and consumer satisfaction.
Nonetheless, according to Kharim (2011), product quality covers the ability of a product
features to satisfy stated or implied needs. In turn, features may range from product
attributes (e.g. colour, size, smell, appearance, packaging and form) to product assurance,
value and service.
Product quality has also been defined as conformance of the product specification to
consumer’s requirement and expectation (Yu & Fang, 2009; Russell & Taylor, 2006) and
perception gap between expectation and actual performance (He & Li, 2011). Product
quality has also been divided into intrinsic quality which consists of physical
characteristics like packaging, aroma, flavour, texture, and extrinsic quality that includes
brand name, price, store type, label information, country of origin (Kharim, 2011).
According to Shahzad & Noor (2012), quality is the realization of the consumer’s needs.
Thus, quality is a continuous process to make and retain satisfaction of needs, both
affirmed and required. Surveying on female respondents in Peshawa region of Pakistan,
Shahzad & Noor (2012) found that out of 11 factors studied, quality is vital and most
essential factor affecting female’s cosmetic buying behaviour. Other definitions of quality
collected by Cameron and Sine (1999: 8) include referring quality to “the amount of unpriced attributes contained in each unit of the priced attribute”, “conformance to
requirement”, “fitness for use” and “capacity to satisfy wants”.
Meanwhile, Lanza (2008:5) claimed that quality as measured by the fitness of the
product and its reliability is no longer adequate to proxy product satisfaction. Instead,
customers’ satisfaction is based on brand quality perception which includes product
characteristics and the whole purchasing process as well as post-purchase service or
support.
As celebrities influence the society psychologically and emotionally, the use of celebrities
in advertising can motivate the consumers to purchase the endorsed products (Ohanian,
1991). Tsiotsou (2006) evaluated the connection between perceived product quality and
purchase intentions of the customers. The outcome of the research confirms the past
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finding that the positive perceived product quality leads to better purchase intention and
can promote brand loyalty among consumers.
Seno & Lukas (2007) have proposed that a celebrity endorser operates as a co-brand for
the endorsed brand resulting in the creation of equity for both the endorsed brand and the
endorsing celebrity. There is also empirical evidence to suggest that celebrity
endorsement generates greater recall for both the endorsed brand and the advertisement
(Atkin & Block, 1983). Research has also shown that celebrity endorsement can influence
perceived product quality and uniqueness (Dean, 1999).
2.4.4 Advocacy and Preference
The favourability of correspondence received for a specific brand by the customers can
help quick track new item acknowledgment and appropriation in the market (Keller,
1993). It can also be seen as the most critical wellspring of data for the acquisition of
specific items since it is viewed as having the option to begin from a less one-sided
source (Kim et al., 2001). As a general rule, buyers utilize the utilization of verbal
referrals as devices to defuse the sort of data to be handled and in result diminish
uneasiness (Hung & Li, 2007). In situations where a buyer ends up connected to a
superstar underwriting a brand, this linkage can prompt advocating for the brand any
place the customer spreads positive verbal concerning the brand (Anderson, 1998).
Brand inclination alludes to the buyers' various levelled prioritization of the brand
because of their support and intellectual perception of the brand (Singh, 2008). People are
bound to purchase brands supported by superstars whose characters personally coordinate
their own mental self-views (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2000) and self-articulation (Jamal and
Goode, 2001).
All in all, purchasers have a brand inclination toward a set up brand during the company's
long nearness in the market (Dinlersoz & Pereira, 2007) and they will in general show
little brand inclination toward a specific brand when they are presented to another or new
item classification. Research shows that the more prominent their shopping encounters as
well as data gathering, the higher the likelihood of concentrating on a particular brand
(Devaraj, Fan, & Kohli, 2006).
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2.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter reviewed literature on the effect of celebrity endorsements on customer
loyalty, the effect of celebrity endorsements on customer attraction and finally how to
improve existing use of brand personality as a strategy in marketing. It was noted that
indeed, celebrity endorsements had an impact on the purchase patterns of consumers and
that it was important for organizations to ensure that they pick a celebrity who resonates
with the brand or the endorsements risk failure. The subsequent chapter will cover the
research methodology. This will entail the research design, population and sampling
design, data collection, research procedure as well as data analysis.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of celebrity endorsements on the
product brand preference among cosmetic retailers in Nairobi.
This chapter conveyed a detailed discussion of the research methodology that was utilized
in the study. It begun by speaking on the research design of the study and then proceeded
to discuss the population of the study, sampling design, data collection methods, research
procedures and data analysis implemented in the study.
3.2

Research Design

Kumar (2008), views a research plan as a method utilized in leading exploration. The
appropriateness of an examination strategy relies upon numerous variables including yet
not constrained to the exploration issue and the profundity of information required about
the wonders being referred to. Usually utilized plans incorporate reviews, examinations
and contextual investigations.
This study adopted a descriptive research design. Descriptive studies facilitate discovery
of connection between variables (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). Descriptive research can be
employed to extract information on the nature of a phenomenon describing what exists in
respect to variables in a situation. The research design was suitable for the researcher as it
gives conclusive results of the three specific objectives of this study
In addition to this explanatory research design was also be used in the study. It is a type
of research design which focuses on explaining the aspects of your study in a detailed
manner (Reynolds, 1971). The researcher starts with a general idea and uses research as a
tool which could lead to the subjects that would be dealt with in the incoming future. The
goal of the research design is to develop precise theories that can be used to explain the
empirical generalizations (Reynolds, 1971).
Reynolds (1971) adds that a study is explanatory when the focus is on cause and effect
relationships. This further explains what causes produces what effects. The study in this
case seeks to investigate the effect celebrity endorsement has on the brand preference.
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3.3

Population and Sampling Design

3.3.1 Population
Cooper and Schindler (2008) describe a population as the total collection of elements
upon which inferences are made. The population under study was cosmetic retailers in
major malls within Nairobi. These constituted sales managers of the different retailers.
They were chosen as they make decisions on what products to stock in the outlets and are
also able to establish the items that are in demand and vice-versa.
The malls utilized were Garden City mall, Westgate mall, The hub Karen, The Village
Market, Thika Road mall and two rivers mall. The aforementioned were utilized because
they are a representation of the high-end malls in Kenya. In addition to this; they house
cosmetic powerhouses such as M.A.C. which have used celebrities such as Rihanna, Lady
Gaga and Nicki Minaj. In addition to this Clinique has previously used celebrities such as
Laura lee to endorse their products. The information about the specific stores in the malls
was extracted from the mall management who are in the know of who their specific
tenants are.
Table 3.1 Population
MALL

COSMETIC RETAILERS

Total STORES

POPULATION( SALES
MANAGERS)

Village Market

Yves Rocher, Lintons,MAC, Madora, Refinery Grooming,Dream Nails,Blossom

12

12

14

14

Aesthetics,Elixir Health, Healthy u, Madora,Salon Malibu,Salon Natalie
Two Rivers

3INA, Black up, Suzie Beauty,Flormar,Nouba,Saray, Fragrance Lounge,Nywele
Creative,D’vine Essentials,Rowa Hair and Beauty,Opulent cosmetics,Leo salon
barber&SPA, Africology,Ashleys Coiffure &Spa

Garden City Mall

M.A.C, Clinique,Earthnique,Bath &Body Works, Lintons, Chelsea Boutique

6

6

Westgate Mall

Madora,Lintons, Fragrance Lounge,Healthy U,Yves Rocher, Ashleys

6

6

8

8

6

6

52

52

Coiffure&Spa
The HUB

Luscious Touch, Yves Rocher, Fragrance lounge,D’vine,Exreme styling
studio,Healthy U, M.A.C.,Madora
Flormar,Suzie Beauty, Bath& Body works, Sensations perfume Centre, Beauty
Zone Salon&Barber,Touch of style Salon&Spa

TOTAL

Source: Mall Management, 2019.
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3.3.2 Sampling Design
3.3.2.1 Sampling Frame
As per Saunders and Thornhill (2007) sampling frame is a list of segments from which
the model is truly pulled in and solidly related to the people. It is a method for choosing
some piece of the gathering to speak to the whole gathering of the number of inhabitants
in intrigue (Yin, 2003). It diminishes the period of time expected to finish the
investigation, cuts costs, it is reasonable, and it is very nearly a mirror to the populace.
It is a target list of the populace from which the specialist can make a choice. Cooper and
Schindler (2008) further contend that an examining edge ought to be a finished and right
rundown of populace individuals in particular.
The sampling frame was cosmetic retailers housed in the following malls: Garden City
mall, Westgate mall, The hub Karen, The Village Market, Thika Road mall and Two
rivers mall. The different cosmetic retailers under the study were obtained from the
management of tenants in the malls. They were sought after by the researcher as they
possess details of all business who are tenants of the aforementioned malls.
3.3.2.2 Sampling Technique
The accessible sample for this study was comprised all categories of the population in the
population of the Study. This study employed purposive sampling technique. This was to
ensure that findings were fairly generalized and were a true representation of the
population. Sampling ensures that inferences made from the sample data are correctly
reflected thus avoiding distortion through selection bias. (Hildebrand, 2013)
The purposive sampling technique, also known as judgment sampling, is the deliberate
choice of a participant due to the qualities the participant possesses (Bernard, 2012). It is
a non-random technique that does not need underlying theories or a set number of
participants. The researcher decides what needs to be known and sets out to find people
who can and are willing to provide the information by virtue of knowledge or experience.
(Zhi, 2014)
According to (Walliman,2011) a purposive selection denotes the method of selecting a
number of groups of units in such a way that selected groups together yield as nearly as
possible the same average or proportion as the totality with respect of those
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characteristics which are already a matter of statistical knowledge. The researcher chose
to use purposive sampling in order to focus on particular characteristics of the population
that are of interest, this best enabled answering of the research questions.
3.3.2.3 Sample Size
Sample size is the number of individual samples measured or observations used in a
survey or experiment (Sandelowski, 2000).
Coopers & Schindler (2003) poised that, the sample must be carefully selected to be
representative of the population and the researcher also needs to ensure that the
subdivisions entailed in the analysis are accurately catered for.
A census was conducted on the population therefore all 52 sales managers shall take part
in the study. This was due to the small size of the population. In addition to this, a census
eliminates sampling error and provides data on all the individuals in the population
(Cooper & Schindler, 2014). Hilderbrand,( 2013) argues that, virtually the entire
population would have to be sampled in small populations to achieve a desirable level of
precision.
Table 3.2 Sample Size
MALL

COSMETIC RETAILERS

Sample Size

Village Market

Yves Rocher, Lintons,MAC, Madora, Refinery Grooming,Dream Nails,Blossom

12

Aesthetics,Elixir Health, Healthy u, Madora,Salon Malibu,Salon Natalie
Two Rivers

3INA, Black up, Suzie Beauty,Flormar,Nouba,Saray, Fragrance Lounge,Nywele

14

Creative,D’vine Essentials,Rowa Hair and Beauty,Opulent cosmetics,Leo salon
barber&SPA, Africology,Ashleys Coiffure &Spa
Garden City Mall

M.A.C, Clinique,Earthnique,Bath &Body Works, Lintons, Chelsea Boutique

6

Westgate Mall

Madora,Lintons, Fragrance Lounge,Healthy U,Yves Rocher, Ashleys

6

Coiffure&Spa
The HUB

Luscious Touch, Yves Rocher, Fragrance lounge,D’vine,Exreme styling

8

studio,Healthy U, M.A.C.,Madora
Flormar,Suzie Beauty, Bath& Body works, Sensations perfume Centre, Beauty

6

Zone Salon&Barber,Touch of style Salon&Spa
TOTAL

52

Source: Author 2019.
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3.4

Data Collection Methods

Primary data was collected using the survey method which involved the use of research
questions. A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of questions and
other prompts for the purpose of gathering information from respondents. The study
preferred questionnaires for they have advantages over other types of research
instruments in that they are cheap, do not require as much effort from the questioner as
verbal or telephone surveys, and often have standardized answers that make it simple to
compile data (Lumpkin & Dess, 2001).
The questionnaire was administered in the selected stores at different malls. The
questionnaire was structured in two parts, the first part deals with the general information
about the respondents’ while the second part will tackle celebrity endorsement on the
brand loyalty, celebrity endorsement on product brand preference and finally, celebrity
endorsement on attracting new customers.
The questionnaire consisted of both open-ended and closed ended questions covering the
variables of study. Open-ended questions permitted free responses from the respondents.
Meanwhile, the closed ended questions ensured responses of the respondents to be limited
to stated alternatives (Bryman and Bell, 2003).
The use of closed ended questions method was adopted since it enables isolation of the
responses from external influences (Bryman et.al, 2003) unlike the open ended questions
which give the respondents total freedom to express their views and attitudes in an
unbiased manner.
In addition to this, Likert scale was used in the study to show the collective responses
from the various participants. It is a means of capturing variation points to the underlying
phenomenon. Respondents specify their level of disagreement or agreement in a
symmetric agree-disagree scale for a series of statements thus, capturing the intensity of
their feelings for a given item (Hildebrand, 2013)
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3.5 Research Procedures
For this research, the research procedure involved seeking permits for piloting and actual
collection of data. An introductory letter from USIU-Africa research office was presented
to the different cosmetic retailers at the different malls in Nairobi.
The researcher developed a questionnaire based on the research questions which was
piloted on 5 sales managers. This was to ensure that the questions were clear and easy to
understand clarity. After the pretesting the necessary modifications were made taking into
consideration feedback provided by the managers. The questionnaire was then
administered to the 52 sales managers who took part in the study.
3.6

Data Analysis Methods

The data analysis focused on determining the relationship between celebrity endorsement
on brand loyalty, celebrity endorsement on product brand preference and celebrity
endorsement on attracting new customers. The study established the relationship between
celebrity endorsement variables and the impact on marketing. For example, a correlation
analysis was used to show how celebrity credibility influences the product usage
Before handling the responses, information scheduling was done on the completed
questionnaires by altering, coding, entering and cleaning the information. The collected
data was interpreted using the statistical package for social analysis (SPSS). Descriptive
statistics such as mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation was used to
analyse data as well as use of inferential statistics including correlation, regression and
cross tabulation.
A basic Regression Model depicts a linear relationship between two variables which is
reflected by Y = a + bx, where’ b’ is the y- intercept and ‘a’ is the slope. When combined
Regression and correlation analysis depict the nature and the strength of the relation
between two variables. As such the regression equation in this case was as follows; (Y =
β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3+ε):
Whereby Y=Celebrity Endorsements
β0, β1 … β3 = coefficients of independent variables
X1 = Brand Loyalty
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X2 = Attracting Customers
X3 = Brand Perception
This implies that brand perception, brand loyalty and attracting new customers are the
dependent variables while celebrity endorsement is the independent variable.
Finally, Correlation analysis was used to establish the nature of the relationship between
the independent variables and the dependent variable.

3.7

Chapter Summary

This chapter identified the key issues to consider when collecting and analysing data.
These ranged from identifying the population of interest, the sample frame, the sample
size, data collection instrument, data analysis and presentation. In the subsequent chapter,
a thorough analysis of the data collected will be done and findings presented by the use of
table and figures.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

4.1

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of celebrity endorsement on
product brand perception among cosmetic retailers in Nairobi. The results and findings of
the study are presented in this chapter. The chapter further discusses the interpretation of
data gathered from the field. The foremost section presents the general information, that
is, the gender of the respondents, and age group of respondents, respondents and income
level of the respective stores. The subsequent sections present findings for each research
objective.
4.2

General Information

The general information covered under this study included respondents age, gender,
marital status and monthly turn over. The findings on the general information are
presented as follows:
4.2.1 Age
Based on the study findings, this study had (85%) female representation and (15%) male
representation as indicated in Figure 4.1

Figure 4.1: Respondents Gender
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4.2.2 Respondents Age
The study findings show that (50%) of respondents were aged 21-30 years; (36%) were
aged 31-40 years; (10%) were aged 41-50 years; while (4%) were aged above 51 years as
indicated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Respondents Age
4.2.3 Marital Status
On the question on respondent’s marital status, (50%) indicated they were married, and
(50%) were single as summarized in Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3: Marital Status
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4.2.4 Monthly Turnover
When respondents were asked to indicate how much monthly turnover they had in their
business, (53%) noted they had more than Kshs.100, 000 turnover, and (47%) had a
turnover between Kshs.50, 001 and Kshs.100, 000 as summarized in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Monthly Turnover
4.2.5 Firm Size
This study established that most of the respondents (44%) indicated they had small sized
firms, (42%) had medium size, while (14%) indicated they had large size firms as
summarized below in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Firm Size
Scale
Small
Medium
Large

Frequency
21
20
7

Percent
44
42
14

48

100.0

Total
4.3

Effect of Celebrity Endorsements on Brand Perception

This study sought to examine the effect of celebrity endorsement on brand perception.
The following represents the study findings on the same:
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4.3.1 Purchase of Cosmetic Because of Celebrity Endorsement
Respondents of the study were asked whether they did purchase cosmetics stock based on
celebrity endorsement. Majority (87%) indicated this to be the case, while (13%)
disagreed as summarize in Figure 4.5

Figure 4.5: Purchase of Cosmetics Because of Celebrity Endorsement
4.3.2 Types of Cosmetics Purchased
When respondents were asked to indicate the type of cosmetics they purchased due to
celebrity endorsement, (31%) noted they did buy Lancôme products, (27%) MAC
Cosmetics and (21%) Clarins and Designer Fragrances respectively as highlighted in
Figure 4.6

Figure 4.6: Types of Cosmetics Purchased
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4.3.3 Influence of Price on Purchase Decision
On the question on what influenced respondents purchase choice, a list of influence
factors was provided to respondents to which they were required to score on a Likert
scale ranging from “not at all” to “most of the time”. On price, (4%) of respondents
indicated they are influenced once in a while, (39%) are influenced by price often, while
(56%) are influenced by price most of the time. This is shown in table 4.2
Table 4.2: Influence of price on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percent

Rarely

2

4

Often

19

39

Mostly

27

56

Total

48

100

4.3.4 Influence of Celebrity Endorsement on Purchase Decision
On celebrity endorsement, (50%) often relied on celebrity endorsement to influence
choice of purchase, while, the other (50%) relied on celebrity endorsement most of the
time. The same is shown in table 4.3
Table 4.3: Influence of Celebrity Endorsement on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percent

Rarely

0

0

Often

24

50

Mostly

24

50

Total

48

100

4.3.5 Influence of Quantity on Purchase Decision
On quantity, (10%) of respondents noted that they relied on quantity of the cosmetics
products once in a while, (42%) often times, and (48%) most of the time. The same is
shown in table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Influence of Quantity on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percent

Rarely

5

10

Often

20

42

Mostly

23

48

Total

48

100

4.3.6 Influence of Quality on Purchase Decision
Similarly, (6%) or respondents relied on quality of the cosmetics once in a while, (38%)
often times, and (56%) most of the time as influence of choice of purchase as has been
summarized in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Influence of Quality on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percent

Rarely

3

6

Often

18

38

Mostly

27

56

Total

48

100

4.3.6 Influence of Experience on Purchase Decision
On Experience, (4%) of respondents noted that they relied on the experience they had
with the cosmetic product once in a while to make a purchase choice, (33%) relied on this
experience often times, and (63%) relied on this experience most of the times as has been
summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Influence of Experience on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percent

Rarely

2

4

Often

16

33

Mostly

30

63

Total

48

100

4.3.7 Influence of Packaging on Purchase Decision
Finally, (44%) of other packaging trailed influenced respondents purchase choice often
times, and (56%) most of the times as summarized in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Influence of Packaging on Purchase Decision
Scale

Frequency

Percentage

Rarely

0

0

Often

21

44

Mostly

27

56

Total

48

100

4.3.8 Influence of Purchase Choice
The above responses are summarized comprehensively in table 4.8 below.
Table 4.8: Influence of Purchase Choice
Influence Factor

Not at All

Rarely

Once in a While

Often

Most of the Time

Price

-

-

2(4%)

19(39%)

27(56%)

Celebrity Endorsement

-

-

-

24(50%)

24(50%)

Quality

-

-

3(6%)

18(38%)

27(56%)

Quantity

-

-

5(10%)

20(42%)

23(48%)

Experience

-

-

2(4%)

16(33%)

30(63%)

Other Packaging Trails

-

-

-

21(44%)

27(56%)
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4.3.9

Celebrity Endorsement and Likability of Cosmetic Products

Respondents of this study were asked whether celebrity endorsement made cosmetic
products more likable. The findings show that majority (90%) of respondents agreed this
to be the case, while (10%) disagreed as noted in Figure 4.7

Figure 4.5:
4.7: Celebrity
Celebrity Endorsement
Endorsement and
and Likability
Likability of
of Cosmetic
Cosmetic Products
Products
Figure
4.3.10 Level of Motivation on Celebrity Endorsed Products
Respondents were asked several questions to determine the level of motivation they had
on celebrity endorsement of cosmetic products using the following Likert scale: Highly
disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Neutral = 3; Agree = 4; and highly agree = 5. The findings are
presented as follows in Table 4.3. On the question on whether respondents believe that
celebrity endorsements motivates them to make a purchase, majority (77%) highly agreed
this to be the case, while (23%) jut agreed. On the question on whether celebrity
endorsement of cosmetic products influenced respondents to recommend the product to
others retailers, (52%) highly agreed this to be the case, (40%) agreed, (6%) remained
neutral, while (2%) disagreed. On the question on whether celebrity endorsement of
cosmetic brands had made respondents to prefer the endorsed brands over unendorsed
brands, (48%) highly agreed, (44%) agreed, (6%) remained neutral while the remaining
(2%) disagreed. Finally, on the question on whether celebrity endorsements of cosmetic
had made respondents switch from stocking other non-endorsed brands to endorsed
brands, majority (69%) highly agreed and (31%) agreed this to be the case as summarized
in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9: Level of Motivation on Celebrity Endorsed Products
Statements

1

2

3

Do you believe that celebrity endorsement of
cosmetics motivates you to make a purchase?

-

-

-

4

5

11(23%) 37(77%)

Does the celebrity endorsement of cosmetic
products influence you to recommend the
product to others retailers?

-

1(2%) 3(6%) 19(40%) 25(52%)

Does celebrity endorsement of a cosmetic brand
make you prefer an endorsed over an unendorsed
brand?

-

1(2%) 3(6%) 21(44%) 23(48%)

Do you believe that celebrity endorsements of
cosmetics has made you switch from stocking
other non-endorsed brands to those have been
endorsed?

-

-

-

15(31%) 33(69%)

On the question on other factors that influence their brand loyalty, some of the
respondents indicated the quality of the brands, integrity of the celebrity endorsing the
brands, accessibility and availability of the brands in the local market, and after sales
service.
4.3.11 Correlation and Regression Analysis on Celebrity endorsement and Brand
perception
A correction analysis was conducted to determine whether a relationship existed between
the study variables. The findings show the existence of a positive relationship between
celebrity endorsement and brand perception, r (0.351); p value < 0.05. This has been
shown in table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Correlation Analysis
Variables

1

Celebrity

Pearson

Endorsement

Correlation

2

3

4

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Brand Perception

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

48
.351*

1

.014
48

48

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4.4

Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on Cosmetics Brand Loyalty

This study sought to examine the impact of celebrity endorsement on cosmetic brand
loyalty. This section presents data on the influence of celebrity endorsement on
purchasing decision, influence of brand preference on purchasing decision, influence of
price on purchasing decision.
The findings are presented in the following section.
4.4.1 Endorsement and Perception of Endorsed Products
The respondents were asked to indicate how celebrity endorsement influenced their
purchasing decision. Majority (83%) of respondents agreed that indeed celebrity
endorsements played a major role during making of the purchase decision, while (17%)
disagreed noting that celebrity endorsement does not give a true picture of product they
are endorsing. This is summarized in Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.8: Endorsement and Perception of Endorsed Products
4.4.2 Frequency of Cosmetic Purchase Based on Celebrity Endorsement
This study sought to establish the frequency of purchase by respondents based on
celebrity endorsement. Most of the respondents, (48%) indicated they had done this kind
of purchase often, (48%) indicated they do this most of the time, while (4%) do this kind
of purchase rarely as summarized in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: Frequency of Cosmetic Purchase Based on Celebrity Endorsement
Scale
Rarely
Often
Mostly
Total

Frequency
2
23
23
48

Percent
4
48
48
100.0

4.4.3 Likelihood to Stock and Restock Cosmetics Based on Celebrity Endorsement
Respondents were provided asked a series of questions to determine whether they were
able to stock and restock cosmetics based on celebrity endorsement. The respondents
were provided with a Likert scale as follows: Very Unlikely = 1, Unlikely = 2; Neutral =
3; Likely = 4; and Very likely = 5. On the question on how likely respondents stocked
cosmetic if they were not endorsed by a celebrity, (58%) indicated very likely, (40%)
likely, and (2%) were neutral. The information has been summarized it table 4.12.
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Table 2.12: Frequency of Stocking a Product Based on Celebrity Endorsement
Scale
Neutral
Likely
Very Likely
Total

Frequency
1
19
28
48

Percent
2
40
58
100.0

4.4.4 Likelihood to Stock and Restock Cosmetics Based on Celebrity Endorsement
On the question on how likely respondents were to restock celebrity endorsed products,
(60%) indicated they are likely, and (40%) noted they are very likely to restock based on
celebrity endorsements. This is shown in table 4.13.
Table 3.13: Frequency of Restocking a Product Based on Celebrity Endorsement
Scale
Unlikely
Likely
Very Likely
Total

Frequency
0
29
19
48

Percent
0
60
40
100.0

4.4.5 Likelihood of Actively Seeking Cosmetics Based on Celebrity Endorsement
On the question on how likely respondents were in actively seeking out celebrity
endorsed products, (71%) noted they were very likely, while (29%) indicated they were
likely. The responses are tabulated in table 4.14.
Table 4.14: Frequency Actively Seeking a Product Based on Celebrity Endorsement
Scale
Unlikely
Likely
Very Likely
Total

Frequency
0
14
34
48

Percent
0
29
71
100.0

4.4.6 Likelihood of Recommending use of Celebrity Endorsed Cosmetics to your
Customers
When asked how likely they would recommend use of celebrity endorsed products to
their customers, (59%) indicated very likely, (31%) likely, (6%) were neutral, while (4%)
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indicated they were unlikely to recommend celebrity endorsed product. The results are
shown a summarized in table 4.15.
Table 4.15: Frequency of Recommending Use of a Product Based on Celebrity
Endorsement
Scale

Frequency

Percentage

Unlikely

2

4

Neutral

3

6

Likely

15

31

Very Likely

28

59

Total

48

100

4.4.7 Likelihood of Recommending use of Celebrity Endorsed Cosmetics to your
Customers
Finally, on the question on how likely respondents could influence the purchase decision
of a customer based on celebrity endorsed products, (60%) indicated they were very
likely, and (40%) noted they were likely to influence customers purchase decision as
summarized in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16: Frequency of Recommending use of Celebrity Endorsed Cosmetics to
your Customers
Scale
Neutral
Likely
Very Likely
Total

Frequency
0
14
34
48

Percent
0
29
71
100.0

4.4.8 Likelihood of Stocking and Restocking Celebrity Endorsed Products
The above information has been comprehensively summarized below as table 4.17.
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Table 4.17: Likelihood of Stocking and Restocking Celebrity Endorsed Products
Statements

1

2

3

4

5

How likely are you to stock cosmetics if they
were not endorsed by a celebrity

-

-

How likely you are to restock celebrity endorsed
products

-

-

-

29(60%) 19(40%)

How likely you are to actively seek out celebrity
endorsed cosmetics

-

-

-

14(29%) 34(71%)

-

-

-

33(69%) 15(31%)

1(2%) 19(40%) 28(58%)

How likely you are to try cosmetics that are
celebrity endorsed
How likely you are to recommend use of
celebrity endorsed cosmetics to your customers

-

How likely are you to influence the purchase
decision of a consumer based on celebrity
endorsements of a product

-

2(4%) 3(6%) 15(31%) 28(59%)

-

-

19(40%) 29(60%)

4.4.4 Correlation and Regression Analysis on Celebrity endorsement and Brand
Loyalty
The relationship between celebrity perception and brand loyalty was positive, r (0.446); p value <
0.05.

Table 4.18: Correlation Analysis
Variables

1

Celebrity

Pearson

Endorsement

Correlation

2

3

.446*

.327*

1

.000

.000

48

48

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Brand loyalty

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

48

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4.5

Influence of Celebrity Endorsements on Customer Attraction

This study sought to examine the influence of celebrity endorsements on customer
attraction. The findings are presented as follows:
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4

4.5.1 Celebrity Dependability
Respondents of this study asked to whether celebrity were dependable or undependable,
majority (85%) indicated they believed that the celebrity were dependable, compared to
(15%) who noted it was undependable as highlighted in Table 4.19.
Table 4.19: Influence by Celebrity Trustworthiness
Scale
Undependable
Dependable
Total

Frequency
7
41
48

Percent
15
85
100.0

4.5.2 Celebrity Reliability
On the question on whether respondents considered celebrities to be reliable when
endorsing products, majority (92%) noted that the celebrities endorsing products were
reliable, while (8%) indicated they were unreliable as summarized in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20: Celebrity Reliability
Scale
Unreliable
Reliable

Frequency
4
44

Percent
8
92

48

100.0

Total
4.5.3 Celebrity Sincerity

When asked whether celebrities endorsing products were considered to be sincere,
majority (87%) agreed that they were sincere, while (13%) were of the view that
celebrities endorsing products were insincere as indicated in Table 4.21.
Table 4.21: Celebrity Sincerity
Scale
Insincere

Frequency
6

Percent
12.5

Sincere
Total

42
48

87.5
100.0
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4.5.4 Celebrity Honesty
On the question on whether celebrities endorsing products were perceived to be honest,
majority (92%) noted that the celebrities are usually honest, while (8%) were of the view
that the celebrities are not honest as highlighted in Table 4.22
Table 4.22: Celebrity Honesty
Scale
Dishonest
Honest
Total

Frequency
4
44
48

Percent
8
92
100.0

4.5.5 Trustworthiness
When respondents were asked on their perception of celebrities’ trustworthiness when
endorsing products, majority (90%) had the perception that celebrities endorsing cosmetic
products were trustworthy as opposed to (10%) who were of contrary opinion as noted in
Table 4.23.
Table 4.23: Celebrity Trustworthiness
Scale
Untrustworthy

Frequency
5

Percent
10

43
48

90
100.0

Trustworthy
Total
4.5.6 Celebrity Expertise

This study sought to examine the expertise of celebrities who endorse cosmetic products.
The findings show that (98%) of respondents believed that celebrities endorsing the
products had sufficient expertise, while (2%) were of the view that the celebrities were
non-experts as summarized in Table 4.24.
Table 4.24: Celebrity Expertise
Scale
Non-Expert
Expert

Frequency
1

Percent
2

47

98

48

100.0

Total

46

4.5.7 Celebrities Experience
On the question on whether celebrities endorsing cosmetic products had experience with
the products, majority (94%) of the respondents indicated this to be the case, while (6%)
were of the view that celebrities endorsing these products were inexperienced as
highlighted in Table 4.25.
Table 4.25: Celebrities Experience
Scale
Inexperienced
Experienced
Total

Frequency
3
45
48

Percent
6
94
100.0

4.5.8 Celebrities Knowledge
This study sought to examine whether celebrities endorsing products were knowledgeable
about these products. The findings show that majority (90%) of respondents were of the
view that celebrities were knowledgeable enough, while (10%) noted that celebrities were
not knowledgeable as highlighted in Table 4.26.

Table 4.26: Celebrities Knowledge
Scale
Unknowledgeable
Knowledgeable

Frequency
5

Percent
10

43

90

48

100.0

Total
4.5.9 Celebrities Qualifications

On the question on whether celebrities endorsing cosmetic products were qualified, (98%)
of respondents believed this to be the case, while (2%) were of contrary opinion as
highlighted in Table 4.27
Table 4.27: Celebrities Qualification
Scale
Unqualified
Qualifies

Frequency
1

Percent
2

47

98

48

100.0

Total

47

4.5.10 Celebrities Skills
This study equally sought to examine the skills level of celebrities endorsing cosmetics
products. The findings show that majority (88%) of respondents considered celebrities
endorsing cosmetic products to be skilled, while (12%) were of the view that these
celebrities were unskilled as noted in Table 4.28.
Table 4.28: Celebrities Skills
Scale
Unskilled
Skilled
Total

Frequency
6
42
48

Percent
12
88
100.0

4.5.11 Familiarity with Celebrity Endorsing Products
A question was asked to respondents on whether they were familiar with celebrities who
appear on advertisement endorsing cosmetic products. Majority (92%) noted that they
were familiar, while (8%) were unfamiliar with celebrities endorsing cosmetic products as
summarized in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Celebrity Familiarity
4.5.12 Celebrity and Products Congruency
On whether celebrities endorsing cosmetic products were congruent with products they
were endorsing. The findings show that (92%) of respondents were of the view that
celebrities endorsing products were congruent with the products they were endorsing,
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while (8%) noted the existence of incongruence between celebrities and products being
endorsed as summarized in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 : Celebrities and Product Congruency
4.5.12 Celebrity Endorsement Product Fit
On the question as to whether cosmetic products being endorsed had a celebrity product
fit, (96%) of respondents agreed this to be the case, while (4%) disagreed as summarized
in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Celebrity Product Fit
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4.5.13 Believability of Celebrities Endorsing Products
When respondents were asked whether they believed in celebrities who were endorsing
cosmetic products, (96%) indicated that these celebrities were believable, while (4%)
indicated they were unbelievable as highlighted in Table 4.29.
Table 4.29: Believability of Celebrities Endorsing Products
Scale
Unbelievable
Believable
Total

Frequency
2
46
48

Percent
4
96
100.0

4.5.14 Stocking of Non-Endorsed Cosmetic Brands
This study sought to examine whether respondents were stocking non-endorsed cosmetic
brand. The findings show that majority (92%) agreed they do stock non-endorsed
products, while (8%) did not stock non-endorsed products as summarized in Table 4.30.
Table 4.30: Stocking of Non-Endorsed Cosmetic Brands
Scale
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
44
4
48

Percent
92
8
100.0

4.5.16 Celebrities Using Products They Endorse
This study examined whether celebrities did use the cosmetics products they were
endorsing. Majority (96%) noted this to be the case, while (4%) indicated that these
celebrities did not use the products they were endorsing. This has been summarized as
shown in table 4.31.
Table 4.31: Celebrities Using Products They Endorse
Scale
Not Use

Frequency
2

Percent
4

46
48

96
100.0

Use
Total

50

4.5.17 Preference for Celebrity Endorsed Products
For those respondents who indicated they had switched to celebrity endorsed products,
they were asked to indicate the reasons for doing so. Most of the respondents (33%)
indicated that they relied on passed experienced other celebrity endorsed products, (25%)
indicated that they quantity of celebrity endorsed products are the main reasons why they
use the products, (15%) indicated quality of the products, and nature of celebrity
endorsement, while about (13%) indicated that they switched to celebrity endorsed
products due to affordable price as summarized in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Preference for Celebrity Endorsed Products
4.4.9 Correlation and Regression Analysis on Celebrity endorsement and
Customer Attraction
The relation between celebrity endorsement and customer attraction was also positive, r
(0.385); p value <0.05 as summarized in Table 4.32. All the relationships were
statistically significant as they were below 0.05 required threshold.
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Table 4.32: Correlation Analysis
Variables

1

Celebrity

Pearson

Endorsement

Correlation

2

3

4

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Brand Perception

48

Pearson

.351*

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.014

N
Brand loyalty

1

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Customer Attraction Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

48

48

.446*

.327*

.000

.000

48

48

48

.385*

.317*

.347*

.005

.028

.002

48

48

48

1

1

48

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Since all the variables had statistically significant relationships, a regression analysis was
conducted to determine the level of significance between the variables. The regression
summary an adjusted R square of (0.333), meaning that about 33% of variability on the
effect celebrity endorsement was attributed to brand perception, brand loyalty, and
customer attraction as summarized in Table 4.33.
Table 4.33: Regression Summary

Model
1

R

R Square
.389a

Adjusted R Square

.351

Std. Error of the
Estimate

.333

.11801

a. Predictors: (Constant), Customer Attraction, Brand Loyalty, Brand Perception
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed an F

(3, 44)

= 4.210; p value of 0.003, which

was less than the 0.05 threshold required for the variable to be statistically significant as
summarized in Table 4.34.
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Table 4.34: ANOVA
Sum of
Squares

Model
1

df

Mean Square

Regression

.409

3

.036

Residual

.613

44

.014

Total

.722

47

F

Sig.

4.210

.003b

a. Dependent Variable: Celebrity Endorsement
b. Predictors: (Constant), Customer Attraction, Brand loyalty, Brand Perception

The regression coefficients show that brand perception had a standardized beta coefficient
β (0.558); and p value of 0.000; Brand loyalty had a beta coefficient beta β (0.415) and p
value of 0.005; and customer attraction had a beta coefficient β (0.417) and a p value of
0.002 as summarized in Table 4.35
Table 4.35: Regression Coefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

3.517

.481

Brand Perception

.349

.585

Brand Loyalty

.405

Customer
Attraction

.306

t

Sig.

7.305

.000

.558

3.763

.005

.068

.415

1.544

.000

.133

.417

.800

.002

a. Dependent Variable: Celebrity Endorsement

The regression model is therefore given as follows:
Y = 3.517+0.558X1 +0.451X2 + 0.417 X3; where:
Y = Celebrity Endorsement
X1 = Brand Perception
X2 = Brand R=Loyalty
X3 = Customer Attraction
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Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

4.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the findings based on the research questions this study sought
to examine. The research questions that guided the chapter were what is the effect of
celebrity endorsements on brand perception? What is the impact of celebrity
endorsements on brand loyalty? And what is the influence of celebrity endorsement on
customer attraction?
The major findings of the study show that there exists a positive relationship between
celebrity endorsement and brand perception, brand loyalty, and customer attraction.
Moreover, the findings reveal that consumers will purchase products that they feel loyal
towards.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0

DISCUSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Introduction

The entire study summary, discussion, conclusion and recommendations are presented in
this chapter. First, the study summary is presented highlighting key findings for each of
the research questions, followed by discussion of the study findings comparative to
similar

empirical

findings

in

literature

review,

and

finally conclusion

and

recommendation for each research question is presented.
5.2

Study Summary

The purpose of the study was to investigate the impact of celebrity endorsements on the
product brand image among cosmetic retailers in Nairobi. The study was guided by the
following research questions: What is the impact of celebrity endorsements on brand
perception? What is the impact of celebrity endorsements on brand loyalty? Lastly, what
is the impact of celebrity endorsement on customer attraction?
This study used descriptive research design. This study had a target population of 52
cosmetic retailers in six shopping malls in Nairobi Kenya (The Hub-Karen, The Village
Market, Thika Road Mall, Two Rivers Mall and Garden City Mall). A purposive
sampling was used to select study sample size of 52 study respondents. This study
utilized primary data which was collected using a semi-structured questionnaire. The data
was analysed for descriptive and inferential statistics using Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) and presented using Figures and Tables.
The findings on the first research question one that sought to examine the effect of
celebrity endorsement on cosmetic products brand perception show that there exists a
statistically significant relationship between celebrity brand endorsement and brand
perception, though, the relationship was weak.
The findings on second research question that sought to examine the impact of celebrity
endorsement on cosmetic products brand loyalty show the existence of a statistically
significant relationship between celebrity endorsement and brand loyalty.
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This study sought to examine the influence of celebrity endorsement and customer
attraction for cosmetics products. The findings show that there exists a statistically
significantly relationship between celebrity endorsements of cosmetic products and
customer attraction.
5.3

Discussion

5.3.1 Effect of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Perception
This study sought to examine the effect of celebrity endorsement on brand perception.
The findings show the existence of significant relationship between celebrity endorsement
and brand perception of cosmetic products.
Respondents of the study were asked whether they did purchase cosmetics stock based on
celebrity endorsement. Majority (87%) indicated this to be the case, while (13%)
disagreed. This finding is in line with the arguments posited by Guthrie and Kim (2009)
who argued that brand perception is an appeal to customers’ emotional reaction faith and
loyalty to any given product. Further, they argued that when celebrities endorse to these
products, they accelerate customers’ emotional appeal which in turn enhances the brand
perception towards the products.
The above is further echoed by Ohanian (1991) who asserted that as celebrities influence
the society psychologically and emotionally, the use of celebrities in advertising can
motivate the consumers to purchase the endorsed products this is corroborated by
Tsiotsou (2006) who evaluated the connection between perceived product quality and
purchase intentions of the customers and found out that there was a connection between
the two. The outcome of this research confirms the past findings that the positive
perceived product quality leads to better purchase intention and can promote brand
loyalty among consumers.
Majority of the respondents (90%) had the perception that celebrities endorsing cosmetic
products were trustworthy as opposed to (10%) who were of contrary opinion. These
findings were corroborated by Kamins (1990) perception that “beauty sells" and for this
reason, the use of attractive celebrity endorsers, spokespersons, and above all models in
their advertisements.
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This therefore translates into increased market share as a result of new customers being
drawn towards the product. This is further supported by the fact that physical
attractiveness of a person as epitomized in an advertisement propels advertiser
believability, the customer’s willingness to purchase and their ability to attract new
customers (Petroshius & Crocker, 1989; Kahle & Homer, 1985).
Moreover, this finding supports Kotler & Keller (2009) argument that celebrity
endorsements help to conceptualize a customer’s mind in selecting or interpreting
information concerning a given product. Further, Kotler & Keller (2009) had argued that
to enhance brand perception, a client has to be exposed to the product, or pay attention to
the product. The nexus of cosmetic product exposure is therefore made more vivid
through the endorsements that are made by celebrities endorsing the products.
This study found that celebrity endorsement enhances brand perception due to the fact
that endorsement validates cosmetic products prices, quality, quantity and other
packaging materials. This finding is in agreement with Dodds (1991) who argued that
customers attribute higher quality to products they perceive to have this quality. Celebrity
endorsement therefore helps to elevate customers appeal towards the products price,
quality, and quantity, which in turn elevates brand perception of this products by potential
customer.
One of the other major finding of this study is that celebrity endorsements do enhance
cosmetic products brand image, which helps the overall brand perception of the products.
These finding is equally supported by Sentiono (2004) who argued that celebrity
endorsement enhances brand perception customers by increasing the probability of these
products being purchased by potential clients.
This study found that the relationship between celebrity endorsement and brand
perception is enhanced by the positive relationship these celebrities bring not only to the
products, but brand equity, which is important both to customers and retailers. Solomon
and Stuart (2002) had similarly argued that celebrity endorsement enhances brand equity
which has inherent value towards how the brand is perceived by customers or retailers
who stock the cosmetic products.
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The research showed that the more prominent the respondents shopping encounters athe
higher the likelihood of concentrating on a particular brand. This is corroborated by
Dinlersoz &Pereira (2007) who alluded to the fact purchasers have a brand inclination
toward a set up brand during the company's long nearness in the market and they will in
general show little brand inclination toward a specific brand when they are presented to
another or new item classification.
Solomon & Stuart further argued that celebrity endorsement adds competitive advantage
to cosmetic products that would otherwise remain in the peripheries of marketing. As
such, these endorsements provide brands with power to not only capture specific markets
and clients, but also hold onto the markets.
Furthermore, Cronin, Gravin & Roehm (2008) positing on similar findings had noted that
celebrity endorsement enhances brand perception because it transfers superiority or
perceptions of the celebrity to the product being endorsed. This means that if the celebrity
is enjoying wider acceptability then, endorsing a product transfers this acceptability to the
product, and thus builds the preference for this product among the celebrity followers.
This study found that believability and credibility of celebrities endorsing cosmetic
products contributes towards brand preference for the products they are endorsing. Stated
differently, the credibility a celebrity enjoys directly contributes to their influence of
brand preferences. This finding is in agreement with the study by Seno and Lukas (2007)
who argued that a celebrity endorser operates as a co-brand, which results in a brand
equity that is essential for brand preference among both retailers and customers.
Additionally, Atkins & Block (1983) had argued in their study findings that celebrity
endorsement generates more value for endorsed products, and by extension the brand
preference.
5.3.2 Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Loyalty
According to the study, celebrity endorsement influenced the purchasing decision of the
respondents. The respondents were asked to indicate how celebrity endorsement
influenced their purchasing decision. Majority (83%) of respondents agreed that indeed
celebrity endorsements played a major role during making of the purchase decision, while
(17%) disagreed noting that celebrity endorsement does not give a true picture of product
they are endorsing.
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The above results are corroborated by Schiffman & Kanuk (2000) and further supported
by Jamal & Goode (2001), those persons purchasing decision is determined by their
preference for a particular product. Additionally, individuals are much more likely to buy
brands endorsed by celebrities. Moreover, these personalities must intimately match their
own self-images and self-expressions. Dinlersoz & Pereira (2007) supported this
argument saying that consumers purchase decision is influenced by brand preference
toward an established brand and the firm must have had a long presence in the market.
Most of the respondents, (48%) indicated they had purchased products endorsed by
celebrities often, (48%) indicated they do this most of the time, while (4%) indicated that
they did not purchase due to celebrity endorsements. These responses are very much in
tandem with the studies of Ganesh et al., (2000) which revealed that the loyal customers
often spend more than non-loyal customers, and that they are seen as advocates for a
brand through their engagement in positive word of mouth, and are thus at the heart of a
company's most valuable customer group.
Lamb et al., (2004) echoes these sentiments where he states that there is a belief that
media have powerful effects on audiences either directly or indirectly on attitudes, beliefs
or behaviours. Jay et al. (1995) further asserts that the media and celebrity endorsements
also affect perceptions of reality, level of anxiety and many dimensions on the way we
think, feel or act.
This is because consumers tend to show little brand preference toward a particular brand
when they are exposed to a new or unfamiliar product category. Devaraj, Fan & Kohli
(2006) indicates that the greater the consumers shopping experiences and/or information
collection, the higher the probability of focusing on a specific product.
This study sought to examine the impact of celebrity endorsement on brand loyalty. The
finding established the existence of significant relationship between celebrity
endorsement and brand loyalty. This study confirms findings by Franzen & Bouwman
(2001) who argued that celebrity endorsement has a significant impact on brand loyalty in
that the endorsements enables consumers of the products to efficiently encode both
functional and emotional values in their mind towards the product, and hence generating a
sense of loyalty towards the product. Similarly, Czinkota & Ronkainen (2000) noted that
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companies use celebrities to endorse cosmetic products as a way of differentiating their
brands from other brands in the market and hence generate brand loyalty.
Responses based on the frequency of purchase based on celebrity endorsement. Most of
the respondents, (48%) indicated they had done this kind of purchase often, (48%)
indicated they do this most of the time, while (4%) do this kind of purchase rarely. This is
supported by Ericsson & Hakansson (2005) who stated that the repeated association of a
brand with a celebrity might ultimately lead consumers to think the brand possesses the
same characteristics associated with that particular celebrity, hence, the ability of the
consumers to continuously be associated with the brand. They further acknowledge that
the continued use of a celebrity to promote a brand has an effect on the ability of the
customers to pledge their loyalty towards that given brand and to make continued
purchases.
This study also found that retailers of cosmetic products are more likely to use and stock
cosmetic product that have been endorsed by celebrities. The main goal of using
celebrities to endorse cosmetic products is to create and enhance brand loyalty. The study
by Ericsson & Hakansson (2005) found that the main reason advertisers often use
celebrities to endorse products is to have their famous attributes such as beauty,
athleticism, talent and power transferred and liked to the product they are endorsing, and
thus, creating brand loyalty. In essence, the repeated association of a famous celebrity
with a brand ultimately leads potential clients to think the brand being promoted has
attractive qualities similar to those possessed by the celebrity.
This study also established that the personality of the celebrity endorsing the products
plays a vital role in enhancing brand loyalty. Azoulay & kapferer (2003) had argued on
similar manner, noting that celebrities bring their personality to the brands they endorse.
Likeable personal attributes are therefore, in essence, transferable to the product a
celebrity is endorsing. This is done by the ability for clients to attribute the celebrity’s
likeable characteristics to the brands, and thus, creating brand loyalty. In a similar
manner, Mengxia (2007) explored the impact of celebrity endorsement on brand loyalty
and noted that brand loyalty is mostly generated from celebrity’s brand personality. The
effect of this personality is what generates likeability of a given brand product being
endorsed, and thus, confer similar likeability to create brand loyalty.
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This study found that celebrity endorsements do impact retailers and customers purchase
and product recommendation decisions, which in turn creates brand loyalty on endorsed
products. The study by Black et al. (1995) noted that celebrity endorsements creates
perception of reality concerning a given product, which influences customer’s attachment
to these products, hence generating brand loyalty. This is further emphasized by the fact
that a large number of respondents believed the celebrity credibility in the respective
advertisements. Majority of the respondents (90%) had the perception that celebrities
endorsing cosmetic products were trustworthy as opposed to (10%) who were of contrary
opinion.
In essence, celebrity endorsements create either perceived or real attribution of product
value, which drive those committed to the celebrities to become loyal to brands being
endorsed. This finding explains the reasons as to why most cosmetic products examined
under this study, including Lancôme, MAC Cosmetics, Clarins and Designer Fragrances
have celebrity endorsements.
Celebrities are therefore used not only to generate awareness and sales on these, but also
to generate significant brand loyalty. This means that selecting an influential and credible
celebrity goes a long way in impacting personal brand attributes to products being
endorsed. As such, celebrities with minimal personal influence or leverage over the
market will equally have minimal impact as compared to those with large personal
influence to create significant impact on brand loyalty.
5.3.3 Influence of Celebrity Endorsement on Customer Attraction
This study sought to examine whether celebrity endorsement had influence on customer
attraction towards cosmetic products. The findings show that there exists a significant
relationship between celebrity endorsement and customer attraction.
The study sought to establish why consumers had switched to celebrity endorsed
products. Respondents were asked to indicate the reasons for doing so. Most of the
respondents (33%) indicated that they relied on past experiences of other celebrity
endorsed products, (25%) indicated that the quantity of celebrity endorsed products are
the main reasons why they use the products, (15%) indicated quality of the products, and
nature of celebrity endorsement, while about (13%) indicated that they switched to
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celebrity endorsed products due to affordable price .This confirms a study by Elizabeth
(2011) that established that celebrity endorsements have a powerful effect and influence
of potential customers.
Elizabeth had further argued that celebrity endorsement appeals directly and indirectly to
customer’s attitudes, desires, beliefs and behaviors which in turn draw them to specific
products being advertised. Equally, Michael (1989) had argued that celebrities lend their
personalities to products increasing products likeability and customers interest in the
products. Thus, celebrity endorsed products are successful in drawing clients because the
congruence of features from the celebrity endorsing a given cosmetic product are
positively linked to customer attraction since customers are able to link these positive
attributes to cosmetic products, credibility and build trust.
This study found that when celebrities are paired with a product or a brand, the celebrity’s
image helps to shape the image of the brand in the minds of consumers. In this regard, it
could be argued that celebrity endorsers provide credibility and build trust with both
existing and new customers, thus increasing the chances and probability that these
customers will adopt and utilize the endorsed product. Goldsmith et al. (2000) had similar
arguments noting that customer attraction is often achieved through the linear attribution
relationship, where customers believe, because a celebrity is successful, talented, or
attractive, then, it is partly because they are using the product they are endorsing.
The research brought out clearly that the respondents believed that the celebrities used in
the endorsements were credible and trust worthy, (92%) of the respondents noted that the
celebrities are usually honest, while (8%) were of the view that the celebrities are not
honest. This brings to light and asserts Michael (1989) argument that advertisers look for
a proper match between the celebrity’s personality and product’s attributes. Moreover,
this proves to be successful because the congruence of features from the celebrity and the
product.
Aggrawal & Kamakura (1957) had also noted that when a celebrity is paired with a
particular product or brand the image generated helps to develop product credibility and
trust, which in turn appeals to the customers. Importantly, customers usually hold
celebrities in high regard, meaning, an endorsement from a celebrity increases the trust
customers have in a given brand or product. This applies to cosmetic products as
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indicated by the findings of this study. One of the other factors that make celebrity
endorsements highly utilized in cosmetic endorsements is that fact that the physical
attractiveness of the celebrity creates a perception of product to be as good as the
endorser.
This study found that the trustworthiness of the celebrity endorsing cosmetic product
contributes to customer attraction. In essence, customers are drawn to celebrities they are
able to trust, or those they feel are trustworthy. The trustworthy aspect is then imputed to
the products the celebrities are endorsing. This finding is in tandem with a study by
Hakimi et al. (2011) that noted that endorser’s trustworthiness is the most effective tool
and most useful way customers are attracted to a product as they feel confident and as
they believe the product will for them.
This study also found that the expertise of celebrities endorsing products plays a big role
in enhancing customer attraction to cosmetic products. The more a celebrity is conversant
or an expert on the subject matter, or a product they are endorsing, the more customers
feel attracted to the product. This finding confirms arguments by Eisend & Langner
(2010) who contended that the perceived expertise of a celebrity creates a level of
certainty among customers that the celebrity is knowledgeable and sure about the benefits
conferred by the product.
Additionally, this study found that a celebrities’ knowledge is also essential in attracting
customers to a given product being endorsed by the celebrity. In essence, this means that
customers attribute celebrities’ level of knowledge to confidence in the products being
endorsed. Similarly, Ohanian (1990) study found that celebrities’ knowledge about a
product was the greatest measure of level of understanding about the product, and also a
greatest attribute that build customers confidence in product being endorsed. Badia et al.
(2011) had argued in a similar manner, noting that the more knowledgeable a celebrity is
concerning a product, the more effective and persuasive the celebrity becomes in
attracting customers to a given product.
Finally, the study findings indicated that the ability of a celebrity to attract a new
customer hangs on the celebrity’s own experience and skills as perceived by the potential
and current customer hence the conclusion that there is a causal relationship and the
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ability of a celebrity to attract a new customer. In a nutshell, celebrity endorsement of a
product influences its ability to attract new customers as revealed from the study.
5.4

Conclusions

5.4.1 The Effect of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Perception
This study sought to examine the effect of celebrity endorsement on cosmetic products
brand perception. The study findings show that there exists a significant relationship
between celebrity endorsement and brand perception of cosmetic products. This study
concludes that product prices, product quality, product quantity and other packaging
materials significantly contribute top brand perception for products endorsed by
celebrities. Similarly, this study concludes that brand equity brought about by celebrities
endorsing cosmetic products plays a major role in enhancing brand perception.
5.4.2 Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Loyalty
This study examined the impact celebrity endorsements have on brand loyalty of cosmetic
products. The findings show that celebrity endorsements have significant influence on
brand loyalty as have been evidenced by existence of a statistically significant
relationship. This study concludes that the personality of a celebrity endorsing cosmetic
products plays a vital role in enhancing brand loyalty. The study further concludes that
celebrity personality generates likeability of the cosmetic brand product being endorsed
and thus confers similar likeability to create brand loyalty.
5.4.3 Influence of Celebrity Endorsement on Customer Attraction
This study sought to examine the influence of celebrity endorsement on customer
attraction. This study has established the existence of a statistically significant
relationship between celebrity endorsement and customer attraction for cosmetic
products. This study concludes that a celebrity’s knowledge, credibility, expertise, and
physical attraction are important attributes that enhances celebrities appeal to customers
during product endorsement. This study further concludes that customer attracting is often
achieved through the linear attribution relationship, where customers believe, because a
celebrity is successful, talented, or attractive, then, this partly because they are using the
product they are endorsing.
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5.5

Recommendations

5.5.1 Recommendations for improvement
5.5.1.1 Effect of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Perception
Since this study has established the existence of a significant relationship between
celebrity endorsement and brand perception, the following recommendations are
proposed to enhance this relationship. First, product prices, product quality, product
quantity and other packaging materials significantly contributed towards the brand
perception. This means that retailers of cosmetic products should focus on ensuring fair
prices are liked with celebrity endorsement, that the quality and quantity provided within
these products meets the highest possible standards as this will enhance celebrity’s
credibility, which in turn will enhance brand perception of the products being advertised.
5.5.1.2 Impact of Celebrity Endorsement on Brand Loyalty
This study has established the existence a significant relationship between celebrity
endorsements on brand loyalty. The personality of a celebrity played a major role in
enhancing likeability of the cosmetic brand product being endorsed. As such, it is
recommended that for cosmetic retailers to generate more brand loyalty there is need to
invest more in utilizing celebrities that already have established likeable and personalities
through their character, behavior, integrity, hospitality and corporate social responsibility.
This will not only enhance appeal of the products being endorsed but generate and
enhance brand loyalty.
5.5.1.3 Influence of Celebrity Endorsement on Customer Attraction
This study has established the existence of a significant relationship between celebrity
endorsement and customer attraction. The celebrity’s knowledge of cosmetic products,
expertise in the utilization of the products, the physical attraction, beauty, and credibility
have contributed to the significant relationship. It is therefore recommended that cosmetic
retailers should be selective in choosing a celebrity to represent their products. Since
customers are attracted to the physical features such as beauty, height, skin tone, and
body shape, retailers should consider such attributes in celebrities the adopt to endorse
their products. Similarly, background check of celebrities’ credibility and behavior should
inform their selection as customers are attracted by celebrities, they perceive to be
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credible. This will ensure only celebrities who meet highest threshold of credibility are
brought on board to endorse cosmetic products.
5.5.2 Recommendation for Future Research
This study exclusively focused on effect of celebrity endorsement on brand perception.
There is need for future studies to explore other factors such as influence of technology,
perceived utility, cosmetic product name recognition and brand perception.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I: LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
To Whom It May Concern
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a graduate student at the United States International University pursuing a Master of
Business Administration degree. As a partial fulfillment for my degree, I am conducting a
Research on THE IMPACT OF CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENTS ON BRAND
PERCEPTION AMONG COSMETIC RETAILERS IN NAIROBI.
Kindly be advised that all information you will provide will be treated with extreme
discretion. The information provided will not be used for any other purpose other than for
the academic purpose of this project. Your authentic views, feelings, perceptions and
opinions regarding the aforementioned subject is paramount to the accuracy of the study.
Kindly fill the questionnaire as accurately as possible. This survey should take you
approximately 15 minutes to complete.
Thank you for your participation.
Yours faithfully,

MICHOMA SHARON

Appendix II: QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION I: GENERAL INFORMATION
Note: This is an academic exercise and all information collected from respondents will be
treated with strict confidentiality.
General Information
Kindly answer all the questions either by ticking in the boxes or writing in the spaces
provided. Note that the evaluation will be considered incomplete if you do not answer all
the questions

2. Age Bracket: 21-30 years

-40 years

-

3. Marital status

4. What is the monthly turnover for your store?
–

-

5. How would you rate your firm in terms of size?
Small [ ]

Medium [ ]

Large [ ]

Key: Small- 0-9
Medium 10-50
Large Above 100
SECTION II: CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT AS A MARKETING TOOL
6. Do you purchase/ stock cosmetics in your store because a celebrity has endorsed it?

7. If yes which particular brand do you prefer?

e. Other (name)………………………………………………………….
8. During purchase of cosmetics, rank how the following influence your purchase choice
Not

at Rarely

all

Once in a Often

Most Often

while

Price

1

2

3

4

5

Celebrity Endorsement

1

2

3

4

5

Quality

1

2

3

4

5

Quantity

1

2

3

4

5

Experience

1

2

3

4

5

Other(Packaging, Trial

1

2

3

4

5

9. Do you think that celebrity endorsement of Cosmetics makes the product more
likeable?

10. Do you believe that celebrity endorsement of cosmetics motivates you to make a
purchase?
Highly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

5

4

3

2

1

11. Does the celebrity endorsement of cosmetic products influence you to recommend the
product to others retailers?
Highly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

12. Does celebrity endorsement of a cosmetic brand make you prefer an endorsed over an
unendorsed brand?
Highly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

13. Do you believe that celebrity endorsements of cosmetics has made you switch from
stocking other non-endorsed brands to those have been endorsed?
Highly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

14. What other factors influence your loyalty to a particular brand of cosmetics?

………………………………………………………………………………………………
……

………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

………………………………………………………………………………………………
………

………………………………………………………………………………………………
…
SECTION III: CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT AND PRODUCT USAGE
15. Do you think celebrity endorsement of Cosmetic products gives a true picture of the
product?

16. How often is your purchase decision of Cosmetics based on the celebrity endorsement
(recall)?

17. How likely are you to stock cosmetics if they were not endorsed by a celebrity?
Highly likely

Likely

Neutral

Unlikely

Highly Unlikely

18. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being "very unlikely" and 5 being "very likely ", circle the
number that best reflects your feelings towards the following questions pertaining to your
INTENT TO USING/ REPEAT PURCHASING DUE TO THE CELEBRITY
ENDORSEMENT

How likely you are to 1
restock celebrity endorsed
products
How likely you are to

2

3

4

5

actively seek out celebrity 1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

endorsed cosmetics

How likely you are to try
cosmetics that are celebrity
endorsed

How likely you are to
recommend use of celebrity
endorsed cosmetics to your
customers
How likely are you to
influence
decision
based

the

purchase

a

consumer

of
on

celebrity

endorsements of a product

19. How else do you think celebrity endorsement of cosmetics has influenced your
adoption of the product in your store?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………..

SECTION IV: CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT STRATEGIES
20. On a scale of 1 to 5, please circle the number that best reflects your feelings towards
the TRUSTWORTHINESS of celebrities who endorse Cosmetic brands?

Undependable 1

2

3

4

5

Dependable

unreliable

1

2

3

4

5

Reliable

insincere

1

2

3

4

5

Sincere

Dishonest

1

2

3

4

5

Honest

untrustworthy

1

2

3

4

5

Trustworthy

21. On a scale of 1 to 5, please circle the number that best reflects your feelings towards
the EXPERTISE of celebrities who endorse cosmetic products

Non-Expert

1

2

3

4

5

Expert

Inexperienced

1

2

3

4

5

Experienced

Unknowledgeable 1

2

3

4

5

Knowledgeable

Unqualified

1

2

3

4

5

Qualified

Unskilled

1

2

3

4

5

Skilled

23. On a scale of 1 to 5, please circle the number that best reflects your feelings towards
the following questions pertaining to the CONGRUENCY (harmony/compatibility)
BETWEEN THE CELEBRITY WHO ENDORSE COSMETIC PRODUCTS AND THE
BRAND.
a. How familiar are you with the celebrities who appear in the ad
Unfamiliar

1

2

3

4

5

Familiar

b. How congruent is the image of the celebrities with the brand they are endorsing?

Incongruent 1

2

3

4

5

Congruent

c. Do you think the cosmetic brands in your store are a good fit with the celebrity
endorsers?
Disagree

1

2

3

5

Disagree

5

Believable

d. How believable is this celebrity endorsing this brand
Unbelievable 1

2

3

4

e. Do you believe this celebrity would use this product?

Not Use

1

2

3

24. Do you stock non endorsed cosmetic brands?

4

5

Use

25. If yes in above which brand?
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
26. If yes in five above, why did you switch to Celebrity endorsed products

Other (specify)
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

